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ABSTRACT

The implementation of several modern concepts of enterprise architecture 
creation is analyzed and real-time business process generation is described. 
Cloud-based self-generated business service is constructed as a basis of the 
resulting concept with an aim to increase the flexibility of enterprise and 
introduce AaaS (architecture as a service). Under particular business request 
in form of correctly formulated strategic goal the generation of business 
process model is produced. The result of the generation is cross-cutting 
business process architecture model, which is approved or rejected/corrected 
by business owner expertise. During generation all necessary requirements 
for supporting resources, such as information, know-how, intellectual 
and professional skills, inputs and outputs, quality and operational risk 
limitations, control and monitoring, are formed. All formed requirements have 
to be satisfied by appropriate selections from the cloud facilities and again 
approved. Finally, after several iterations, the business model will be able to 
be realized in reality and could be executed with predicted results. Briefly, 
that means that certain sets of valued and weighted business process replicas 
are located in clouds and served in clouds. Thus, enterprise architecture 
becomes a regular service from clouds extending row of SOA in the name of 
AaaS. In addition, the advanced view on the topic is provided with an attempt 
to install a virtual SOA torrent that catches services from the internet and 
makes them available to customers and represents a business service basis 
for real-time business processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Usually ‘modern era’ associated with an art or even revolution, but here the 
concept of the modern era as distinct from previous, accepted as classical 
attempt to business and enterprise architecture. It resets on a sense that 
modernity is not another era in architecture development, but rather the result 
of the new changes in social mind. As it happened in 19th century and later 
in art, when it was a kind of social reflection on democracy requirement to 
shorten distance between elite art available just for rare and honorable level 
of the society, this is an alternative outlook on the usability of enterprise 
architecture.

ARCHITECTURE “AS IS”

The “architecture” concept plays fundamental role in organization development 
and its roots lie in the discipline called “systems thinking” and “business 
cybernetics“. The system coverage, which involves two levels of consideration 
for economic entity activities - microeconomics, the level of particular 
enterprises, businesses and offices and the macroeconomics, the level of 
economic processes between particular entities. This is the level where goals 
of the enterprises and other participants are formed as strategy definitions. At 
the same time on that level all competitive struggles are happened, which are 
utmost influential for any strategy trace development and that is extremely 
important for determining the strategic goals of all participants.

In this respect Enterprise Architecture becomes primarily a knowledge 
management in all areas of the enterprise activity and responsibility. But 
this very fact makes it very elite and something belongs to a kind of special 
knowledge like “true knowledge” of druids. In reality under the curtains 
of mystifying words ‘enterprise architecture’ or ‘business architecture’ it’s 
impossible to find anything except ‘logic’ multiplied on ‘attentiveness’ and 
something like ‘dynamic vision’ or ‘ sequence of tenses’. Considering several 
definitions for architecture:

•	 Architecture (Webster, 1977): The art, science or practice of designing 
and building structures; formation or construction resulting from or as 
if from a conscious act;
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